
Characteristics

>  low gloss finish of plastic joints
>  lateral interlocking closure 
>  fungus- and bacteria-resistant
>  UV-resistant
>  available in two widths

Description

BLANKE FLOOREX is an expansion joint profile using a lateral inter-
locking closure. Its plastic joints have a low gloss appearance and are 
made of plastic. They are used for the installation of ceramic floor tile 
covers. The attachment legs are made of unplasticised PVC. They are 
anchored underneath the floor tiles in the thin adhesive layer. Any 
movement will be transferred in the direction of that movement. Any 
pressure, tension, and change in height is absorbed. When removing 
a perforated side strip (predetermined breaking point), the BLANKE 
FLOOREX is perfectly suited as flexible connecting joint facing existing 
components. The upper and lower expansion zones are made from soft 
and highly-flexible PVC. 

Aplication area

BLANKE FLOOREX is used as expansion joint for tiled floors using a 
process that applies a thin layer of adhesive. Perfectly suitable as wall 
connection against window frames or door casing; for floor coverings 
against existing wall and foundation cover and door elements. 

 

Working instructions

Press the BLANKE FLOOREX perforated attachment legs into the ad-
hesive layer and align the legs properly. Expansion joints from the 
sub-floor must be of the same height. Use a putty knife to cover the 
attachment legs with tile adhesive compound and press the tile firmly 
into the adhesive. Ensure the upper edge of the profile is flush with 
the tile. In the profile area, the tiles must be installed in a solid bed. 
Create a gap about 1.5 mm wide between the tile and the profile, and 
fill it with grout.
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Attention: The proper and successful application of our products is outside our control. Therefore, we can only guarantee the quality of our products within the scope of our 
terms and conditions. However, we cannot be held responsible for the successful application of our product. This data sheet shall render all previous technical information about 
this product invalid. We reserve the right to changes based on technical advancements. Information that exceed the scope of this bulletin and is provided by our staff, requires 
our written confirmation.

Technical Data

  
Supplied length:         2.50 m (light grey, sand- 
         grey, bahama beige,  
         anthracite), 
         3.0 m (light grey) 
Heights:          8.0 mm 
         10.0 mm 
         12.5 mm 
Joint widths:            5.0 mm 
         8.0 mm 
Overall width:         48.0 mm 
Profile thickness:         0.8 mm 
Expansion:         about 20% 
Colours:          light grey plastic, 
         sand grey, bahama beige, 
         medium grey, anthracite 
Mechanical load capacity:        up to 2 kN/m²
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